African Wildlife Foundation
sees 300+% return on
display ad investment

Executive Summary:
Sanky has long known that an
organization’s donors respond the
best when they are reached in as many
channels as possible. African Wildlife
Foundation (AWF) in particular has seen
great success using integrated online
and offline messaging to build their
membership program. While integration
was happening across email, social, and
print channels, banner advertising’s
reach in 2016 and earlier was limited
to those with online giving behavior
that indicated a likelihood to give. This
targeting, however, was failing to reach
AWF’s loyal base of offline supporters.
To better reach these donors and
increase integration across channels,
Sanky partnered with Quantcast to test
their CRM segment targeting during
the 2017 holiday season. Quantcast
on-boarded AWF’s database of active
online and offline donors to ensure they
reached this highly receptive audience
of donors likely to renew their support
during the holiday season. We then
showed ads designed to work in concert
with our integrated holiday and year
end matching gift campaign, ultimately
increasing donations and return on ad
spend (ROAS).

Challenges:
African Wildlife Foundation wanted to drive donations during the peak year-end
fundraising season. Having seen success in the fall of 2016 with Quantcast by showing
ads based on digital behavior, we partnered with Quantcast again in the fall of 2017 to
build donor retention by targeting existing donors – including those who had previously
only given through offline channels.

Results:
For the 2016 campaign that leveraged targeting based on online giving and web activity
only, display ads drove:

• 257% return on ad spend
• Exceeded our goal by 29%
• 20% of all online donations were driven by our display ads

For the 2017 campaign leveraging both online and offline giving behavior, display
ads drove:

• 304% return on ad spend
• Exceeded our goal by 200%+
• $55K+ in online donations were driven by our display ads

Conclusion:
Our integrated, multi-channel approach to fundraising achieves a much higher degree
of success than single-channel efforts. We ensure all channels complement each other
to develop a comprehensive relationship with each constituent. Here at Sanky we
use every tool at our disposal, including Quantcast, to ensure we are attracting and
cultivating donors who are informed and committed to the mission of the organization.

“Working with Sanky to leverage Quantcast’s technology has yielded impressive results for African Wildlife
Foundation, allowing us to reach those prospects and donors most likely to convert and ensuring we remain
top-of-mind to existing audiences when it comes time to make the decision to donate.”
– Gayane Margaryan, Digital & Partner Marketing Manager

Are your campaigns as effective as they could be?
Get in touch with us at info@sankyinc.com.

